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When you ask the cute Omega frequenting your cafe to be your pretend-husband for the

weekendâ€¦ClayI have my pride as an Alpha and I donâ€™t want to be the only unmated Alpha at

my younger sisterâ€™s wedding.Whatâ€™s an Alpha to do? Well, maybe ask the cute Omega who

seems to be in need of some cheering up after his Alpha leaves him.Nothing should go wrong if I

invite him to be my fake husband for the weekend, right?AidenAfter my sister leaves me her

three-month-old to look after, I want to be the parent that she canâ€™t be for him.Life as a single

Omega parent wonâ€™t be easy, but Iâ€™m sure I can manage. Although, even I canâ€™t resist the

looks from the handsome Alpha who runs the cafe I frequent, or the way that he makes me smile

during this crappy week.What could go wrong in accepting to be his fake husband for a

weekend?This is the first part of Making a Family, which takes place in a non-shifter Omegaverse

world and contains mpreg (male-pregnancy).
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Rosa Swann has great character development and a great story line.It is great to see these two



characters react so well together. I love alpha omega romances. Throwing in a baby creates a great

dynamicHer story should get 5 stars. Problem they are so short and will probably run in to 8 books

again. Come on. Make it two and charge a little more and it won't feel like she is robbing us. Last

series cost $22.92. That is crazy. You don't know what your investment is going to cost.

The Omegaverse...Wow. What an different, incredibly interesting, exciting, and, sizzling world! As

I'm still fairly new to this type of read, and even though I had already adjusted my way of thinking to

one that was outside of the Shifter world, I still found myself sitting with mouth agape as I read a

new really good book with this theme. I found myself repeatedly saying, "What? No way!! How

fascinating! Love it!" I just finished, Faking a Husband (Making a Family 1), by Rosa Swann, and, I

definitely need more. I've always loved books with Alphas, in general, so, this particular book had

already held some sort of appeal before I had even begun to read it. Books that contain individuals

who serve as Protector, or one who provides, really give me the chills. *shivers* Love them! This

book was no different. Well..sort of.. As briefly mentioned, Faking a Husband, is a book from the

Omegaverse, where the rules are different, and, the families are complex. In this particular read, or,

it could be considered to be the beginnings of a full-length book, the two mc's, Aiden and Clay are

two sweet, kind, attentive, selfless individuals who find themselves in the same kind of situation, yet,

so very different.. Aiden, an incredibly sweet, dedicated, and amazing young man, puts his life on

hold and goes above and beyond for his sister and her adorable child, Seb. As life slowly becomes

to be to much for his sister Hailey, Aiden is forced to somehow become an even more presence in

not only her life but more so in the life of her young son as well. *sniff* What a heart-breaking

situation for this young man, who quite frankly has one of the biggest hearts around. As Aiden tries

to valiantly step up to the plate, and as he slowly begins to...crack..he meets..Clay. Clay, an equally

sweet, considerate, and attentive young man, as well as the owner of multiple unique and life-saving

cafes, has had his eyes on Aiden for quite a while, and, as he comes across a weepy Aiden,

decides that enough is enough, and, decides that he needs to help Aiden, who clearly and

desperately needs the help. And..by providing this help, has opened the door for more than either

man had originally had expected.. I loved the plot of this story. Despite it being a brief read, I already

found it to be a gripping, emotional, and...hot read. As I'm already aware of these types of stories,

per se, I thought the pace was just right. It wasn't rushed, nor, was it too slow. I loved seeing how

Aiden had eagerly accepted the help that Clay had offered, and, I also loved reading about the

beginnings of their destined relationship. I got all squishy when Aiden and Clay began taking care of

Seb, and, was so excited when...that moment...had occurred and eagerly look forward to more. That



being said, I did, however, think that the story would have benefited from another run-through with

the editing process, as there are still multiple typos and there are quite a few sentences that just do

not make complete sense. There were many secondary characters, some of whom made cameos

from previous books, that despite having not read them, their inclusion did not take away from the

overall enjoyment of this story. I do think that it would add to the overall comprehension of these

stories and of the Omegaverse, as a whole, if the prior books would be read prior to this one. I

thoroughly enjoyed reading Faking a Husband, despite it's brevity, and it being somewhat of a

cliffhanger. I found the main characters to be wonderful, the plot to be an exciting and emotional

read and I wish I could, once again, just jump right through this monitor, and, give Aiden, Seb and

Clay such massive hugs..:)*star rating: 4 short story stars*

This a story of two gentle men, Aiden and omega and Clay, an alpha. Clay sees the distress Aidnen

is in when he comes into his coffee work shop with his baby one day. Not knowing that the baby

actually belongs to Aiden's sister and she has abandoned both of them, he takes charge and helps

Aiden out. Aiden helps Clay out by agreeing to be his fake husband at his sister's wedding. A lot of

angst, a cute baby, unsuspected heats, omega/alpha relationships makes me look forward to the

next in this series despite the cliff hanger at the end. I know others will enjoy this book. Now I am

excitedly waiting for the next one up.

This story was absolutely amazing! It's the first in a series following Clay who is an Alpha and Aiden

an Omega.Aiden is a sweet Omega who is overwhelmed by the fact that his sister has taken off and

left him with her son, 3 month old Seb.Clay is an Alpha who own a chain of Cafe's that Aiden goes

to with Seb to work for a couple hours each day. Clay is extremely attracted to Aiden which makes

him feel horrible because he obviously has an Alpha.Clay ends up helping Aiden out in exchange

for Aiden pretending to be his husband at his sister's wedding.This is shaping up to be an amazing

series and I can't wait to read the next one! I love how the relationship between them is slowly

developing and the way they mesh so easily. I'm excited to see what happens!I definitely

recommend this series!

This is the first book that I review by this author and declare myself a fan.The story hooks you from

the very first line. It's dramatic and sweet at the same. The fact that Aiden, the Omega, becomes the

parent of his baby nephew in the very first chapter tells you that this story is going to be heart

wrenching.However, sadness is the last thing that happens, because as soon as Clay, the alpha,



shows up the magic starts. He is exactly what Aiden needs.Love soon follows and you as a reader

get swept away in their sweet romance.The final paragraph, as the first chapter leaves you

hooked.You have to read it. Really!I received a free copy in exchange for a honest opinion

Faking A Husband is the first of eight books in Making A Family Series. The plot was entertaining

and it was steady throughout the book. The characters were well developed and thought out. I

found the story and characters wonderful. Clay is an Alpha and Aiden is an Omega are the

MCÃ¢Â€Â™s of this book. If you have read the Second Chance Mates Series you will recognize

Aiden from that series. There was humor, Alphas, Omegas, a baby, family, a wedding, a missing

sister and so much more in this book. You will need to read the book which I can recommend as a

good read. I voluntarily read an advance copy of this book for an honest review.
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